Rags, The Dog who went to war

This is the true story from the First World War of Rags, the amazingly clever terrier. It is a tale
of devotion, courage under fire, and astonishing canine intelligence. A hungry and homeless
stray is stumbled over one dark, foggy night in a Paris alley by a lost soldier A.W.O.L. The
noise alerts the Military Police and the soldier, Donovan, quickly talks his way out of a tight
spot by claiming he is on a mission to find his divisions dog mascot, and as they were leaving
next day for the Front he didnt have time to get a pass. As the canny dog co-operatively plays
along, Donovan is believed, and the terrier he names Rags becomes mascot to the U.S. First
Division. Rags repays Sergeant Donovans and the Armys kindness many times over. As well
as being a devoted friend, he undoubtedly saves many mens lives. His alertness to the sound of
approaching shells warns of danger, he delivers vital messages, alerts stretcher bearers to the
whereabouts of the wounded, and with his friendly, cheeky nature bucks up many a flagging
soldier. While delivering a crucial message at the Argonne Campaign, Rags is nearly killed:
his gas mask is ripped off by the force of an explosion and he is badly gassed. He is also
blinded in one eye by shrapnel, his ear is mangled, and his paw wounded. However, Rags still
gets the message through, collapsing into unconsciousness on arrival. This is Rags, the
amazing terriers story during the war and afterwards as he achieves celebrity war dog hero
status.
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In September , Rags and Donovan were involved in the final American campaign of the war.
Rags carried a number of. Rags was a stray pup that became a dog hero in World War I at a
time when the final American campaign of World War Iâ€“Donovan and Rags were caught in
a.
Rags; the story of a dog who went to war, by Jack Rohan. Subjects: Dogs > Biography.
Physical Description: ix p., 1 l., p. front., plates, ports. 20 cm. Get this from a library! Rags;
the story of a dog who went to war,. [Jack Rohan]. Learn about Rags, a stray dog who became
a hero during the First When Donovan was transferred to the front line he left Rags behind to.
War-dog legend has it that Donovan trained Rags â€” whose job was to run by Jack Rohan
called Rags: The Story of a Dog That Went to War. wilhelminamodelsearch.com: Rags, The
Dog who went to war () by Jack Rohan and a great selection of similar New, Used and
Collectible Books available. Jack Rohan is the author of Rags, The Dog Who Went To War (
avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews) and Rags ( avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews, publishe. He also
very ingeniously came up with a name for the dog, Rags. The ruse worked and Rags and his
new owner were escorted back to Donovan's unit.
Rags, the WW I hero dog, featured in B.C. biographer's new book. 'I've identified During the
war both Sgt. Donovan and Rags were wounded. But during a fierce battle near the end of the
war, both Rags and Donovan are wounded. There has been a spate of books about dogs
serving in wars recently.
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